
Gain business flexibility, efficiency and 
scalability with a managed infrastructure

Managing the IT infrastructure of your business in-house, especially a growing 
one with developing needs, is a complex task that can swallow up serious  
time, money and resource. 

Perhaps it’s time to consider outsourcing the management of your infrastructure 
to free up your internal resources. You’ll gain the value of our very talented  
IT specialists and state-of-the-art resources. 

At OGL we’ll evaluate your requirements to design and provide a flexible, more 
cost-effective network solution that is a perfect fit with your organisational needs. 

Outsourcing the design, implementation and management of your infrastructure 
involves you placing a significant amount of trust in your chosen IT partner.  
After all, your IT infrastructure is what allows your business to operate.

At OGL we have many very talented individuals, making up multi-skilled, vastly 
experienced technical teams who really understand what it takes to build and 
implement secure, reliable, resilient infrastructures, tailored to your needs. 

IT INFRASTRUCTURE

Simplify your infrastructure 
by outsourcing to experts

At a glance
Onsite, cloud or hybrid 
solutions 

Reliable, agile and  
stable infrastructures 

Gain flexibility to add /  
remove services as needed 

Keep your business running  
and anticipate problems 

Updates, administration & 
security all taken care of



Client / server computing

A client / server infrastructure is a network which consists of one centralised, 
powerful computer (the server) with many less powerful, personal computers 
(the clients) connected to it. The clients run programs, applications and access 
data that are stored on the server. In some cases there may be several servers, 
for example: file servers, print servers, application servers, database servers, 
mail servers and web servers.

Virtualisation

Server virtualisation is the creation of virtual versions of your servers which are 
then run on just one single physical server. This act of consolidation can reduce 
hardware costs dramatically and means servers can be accessed by users in 
ways that are unrestricted by physical configuration or geographic location. 

Cloud computing

This involves the use of a third-party platform (called a data centre), whereby  
the infrastructure is provided to you via an internet connection, on demand. 
There are various delivery models for cloud services: public, private and hybrid. 

Public cloud   
This option means your data would be stored at our state-of-the-art, 
maximum security data centre on hardware that is also tenanted by 
other companies. Your data is separated and protected from others’ 
data by the tightest of security measures. This is the standard model 
for providing cloud services in the UK and comes with the utmost of 
managed security in place. 

Private cloud  
A private cloud means the infrastructure is not located in a multi-
tenanted environment, like the public cloud. Instead it is a cloud 
dedicated to a single organisation with most of the hardware 
within the cloud owned by you. Internal policies, compliance, strict 
regulation or personal preference can all point towards a private 
cloud being the better option, typically for large organisations. 

Hybrid cloud  
Choosing a hybrid approach means you can have the best of both 
worlds. For instance, you could use a private cloud for most of your 
computing but in peak periods of activity when demand is increased 
you could move portions of your applications to a public cloud. Or you 
could use a public cloud for non-sensitive, public-facing operations 
and the private cloud for locating business-critical, sensitive data.

Our IT experts  
are waiting to hear  
from you:

01299 873 873

ogl.co.uk/itsolutions

itsolutions@ogl.co.uk

Don’t just take our word for it...
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“ “

I was very pleased to be offered the  
chance to visit OGL’s data centre and see 

for myself exactly where our infrastructure 
would be hosted. It was exactly as  

OGL described; very high-tech, very secure 
and very well protected from threats  

such as fire and flood.

IT excellency tailored to your business and employees
Infrastructure types

William Franklin, Partner and Chartered 
Accountant, Pett Franklin, Birmingham


